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Many developers became interested in programming because they saw a video game and thought, “How did they do that?” This book helps demystify what is required to make video games. Being able to write games on a next-generation console like the Xbox 360 has never been an option for the masses before. Now with the XNA Framework, games can be written for the console.

By the end of the book, readers will have created two complete games and many demos along the way. This book takes a serious look at performance-related issues when writing games using XNA for Windows and the Xbox 360. It devotes two chapters to the High Level Shader Language (HLSL), which is a necessity for writing great games. It covers physics and artificial intelligence (AI). It also covers special effects, including explosions, transitions, and how to create a 3D particle system. It also demonstrates how to create a sound project using the Microsoft Cross-Platform Audio Tool (XACT) and how to integrate the sound into the game. Saving and loading a high score list and creating full menu system are also taught in this book. In general, this book contains a great foundation for many topics that need to be learned to create a full game.

This book was written for developers. The reader should have a good understanding of programming in general. The book uses C#, but if the reader knows any modern language like C++, Java, or VB.NET he or she will have no problem understanding the code in this book. The book assumes some understanding of the Microsoft .NET Framework, as that is what the XNA Framework runs on. Without prior experience writing code using the .NET Framework, the reader might have to do a little research now and then, but should not have trouble reading this book.

This book was written with a few different audiences in mind. Business application developers who want to use their programming skill set to write computer games are one audience. Graphics and game developers who have been around the OpenGL and DirectX block should also find useful information in this book—especially in seeing how things are done “the XNA way.” The book also targets readers who have some programming experience but have not done anything formal. The book teaches by example. It is written in such a way that if readers are not in front of their computers, they can still get valuable information
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GNU/Linux Application ProgrammingCharles River, 2005
The wide range of applications available in GNU/Linux includes not only pure  applications, but also tools and utilities for the GNU/Linux environment.  GNU/Linux Application Programming takes a holistic approach to teaching  developers the ins-and-outs of GNU/Linux programming using APIs, tools,  communication, and scripting. Covering...
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Forensic Analytical TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The book will be an open learning / distance learning text in the Analytical Techniques for the Sciences (AnTS) covering analytical techniques used in forensic science. No prior knowledge of the analytical techniques will be required by the reader.


	An introductory chapter will provide an overview of the science of the...
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The First 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders at All LevelsHarvard Business School, 2003
Whether challenged with taking on a startup, turning a business around, or inheriting a high-performing unit, a new leader's success or failure is determined within the first 90 days on the job.
 

In this hands-on guide, Michael Watkins, a noted expert on leadership transitions, offers proven strategies for moving successfully into a...
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Multi-slice and Dual-source CT in Cardiac Imaging: Principles - Protocols - Indications - OutlookSpringer, 2006

	This book discusses the state-of-the-art developments in multi-slice CT for cardiac imaging as well as those that can be anticipated in the future. It is a comprehensive work covering all aspects of this technology from the technical fundamentals to clinical indications and protocol recommendations. This second edition draws on the most...
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Marine Robot AutonomySpringer, 2012

	Autonomy for Marine Robots provides a timely and insightful overview of intelligent autonomy in marine robots. A brief history of this emerging field is provided, along with a discussion of the challenges unique to the underwater environment and their impact on the level of intelligent autonomy required.  Topics covered at length...
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iText in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		With iText, one can transform PDF documents into live, interactive applications quickly and easily. This free and open source library for Java and .NET is the leading tool of its kind, and was primarily developed and maintained by Bruno Lowagie, the author of this book.

	
		iText in Action, Second Edition offers an...
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